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Hello, my name is Allan.

I’ve sold the magazine for a few years and have worked hard to build up a loyal clientele. A massive thanks to all my brilliant customers, they’ve made a big difference to my life. The people in Inverness are very genuine. I’m no fan of the football team but I get on well with everyone – Inverness Caledonian Thistle fans included! Read more on page 46.
Heroes Special

@McGillator
@BigIssue
Has there ever been a more epic magazine cover?
A: Absolutely not

@jorgy_b0y
My eyes were glued to this when I saw Tom Baker and Mark Hamill together two of the best actors to play a hero!

@sliddz2936
Quick, someone write a crossover story starring every character on that cover!

@TheVeronicaT
This issue is epic! So many heroes!
@NichelleIsUhura is the best!!

Celebrating vendors

Please could you give Karl our Big Issue vendor at Snow Hill Station, Birmingham, a special mention in the magazine: it’s his birthday in April (26th, I think). He will be 50 years old. He really is a great guy, never even misses a day at his pitch, no matter what the weather. He has been manning this same pitch for some 15 years now. It makes our week seeing him and having a chat – oh and not to forget picking up my weekly copy of The Big Issue. He really is a lovely person – caring, polite and a gentle giant. Best wishes Karl, hope you have a great birthday my friend. Alan and Maureen, Stourbridge

@Art_Gems
@BigIssue thank you a hundred times to Perth BI vendor for defending me, in wheelchair, from aggressive pedestrian abusing me on High Street

@RobLonghorn
The @BigIssue guy in Winchester is just incredible. Such a huge personality to him. Anyone who is in the village stop and say hi to Maria selling The Big Issue. She has a smile for everyone; I especially enjoy the hug and hearing all about her children, she talks about them with pride. Maria is a credit to The Big Issue! You are lucky to have her! Andrea Muldoon, East Kilbride

Multi-millionaires

Two hundred million copies sold, wish I could have bought them all. Big love to John Bird for his forward thinking but the best wishes are for the vendors, their backbone. They are the most revered by me.

Barbara Hicks, Hertford
@emmaleeds_87
“There is no rest for the committed. So get committed.”
Inspiring words from @johnbirdswords in the celebratory @BigIssue – congratulations!

A hand up

My experience of many years with slabs and dirt for pillows was that no one really gave a shit. They were happy laying eyes on you and making up some excellent report that covers their ass without any of the action – and that was the people who promote themselves as patriots of the homeless cause. The Big Issue magazine is the one saving grace that did what it said on the tin and continues to help people who wish to help themselves. Because no matter how bad it gets, every homeless person knows there is only one rule if you want to wake up tomorrow. NEVER QUIT.

I hope anyone on the streets tonight has at least a safe skip to shelter from the elements. Levi McCool Straus, email

The trip

I want to write celebrating a fabulous vendor, Alex, who stands on the High Street in Guildford outside the Links of London shop. Come rain or shine, Alex is always smiling and greets everybody as a friend. He always asks after my health and never forgets my name. Even if people don’t buy his magazines, he wishes them a good day with a smile on his face.

My trips to Guildford in my wheelchair would not be the same without his banter – in fact, on the occasions he is not there I wonder if he is okay. So please let him know he makes my, and others’, day a much happier place. Trips to Guildford just would not be the same.

Jo Woolnough, email

My vendor is worth getting out of bed for

I would like to write to give my thanks for Martin, the Big Issue seller on Oxford Street and near Russell Square. I walk past Martin most mornings on my way to work, depending on how hard it has been to get out of bed. I suffer from CFS/ME, amongst other health issues. Some days I am very low in mood and find it hard to keep putting one foot in front of the other. However, I always have a word with Martin when I go past, even though I don’t always have the spare cash to buy a magazine. Nevertheless, he greets me each morning with characteristic Martin warmth and friendliness. He lifts my morning, and often it is that little exchange that keeps me going on to work.

I started to say hello because I didn’t want him to feel that no one was acknowledging him in the rush but I can say that I get more from the exchange. I think, than Martin does! He has no idea, I am sure, that he is making a difference to people’s everyday lives as well as selling the magazine. He often has a word for me about how busy the road is and to take care – or that it’s going to rain later and do I have a broly?! In this fast-paced city, a little care from someone who does not even know you is a precious thing. So I hope that you will say thank you to Martin on my and his behalf. He always asks after my health and never forgets my name. Even if people don’t buy his magazines, he wishes them a good day with a smile on his face.

I hope anyone on the streets tonight has at least a safe skip to shelter from the elements. Levi McCool Strauss, email

Comment of the Week

@himbo_23
My trips to Guildford in my wheelchair would not be the same without his banter – in fact, on the occasions he is not there I wonder if he is okay. So please let him know he makes my, and others’, day a much happier place. Trips to Guildford just would not be the same.

Jo Woolnough, email

MEOOOOW...

@TeamSmoothy
Freddie: that pesky Bob is in the @BigIssue again! When will I get my turn?
@StreetCatBob

The Big Issue / Second Floor, 43 Bath St, Glasgow, G2 1HW
Email: letters@bigissue.com Comment: bigissue.com
facebook.com/bigissueUK e bigissueuk
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Our hard workers deserve recognition

Every week we receive a lot of correspondence, by post, email and on social media, from people telling us about their local Big Issue vendors. Their cheerfulness, come rain or shine, is a regular theme.

Readers often tell us their vendor is a counsellor to the community, listening to problems with a sympathetic ear. Some who felt isolated or incredibly low say conversations with a vendor helped them through a dark time.

Then there are myriad practical things people want us to thank vendors for, from ad-hoc dog-minding for folk going into the supermarket, to holding doors open or helping shoppers with heavy bags. And when people tell us about these little acts of kindness that made their day, they often add that this sort of interaction is all-too rare in society nowadays.

We like to share these messages. You’ll read them on our letters page each week and there are remarkable stories here on this very page. We share them not just because there is a feel-good ripple-effect, but because it’s important to say thanks to vendors. They are the very definition of hard-working individuals, and deserve respect, support and thanks.

Anyone who has taken part in one of The Big Issue’s ‘sell-offs’, having a go at selling the magazine for an hour, gets a very brief taste of how hard their job is. Selling copies is key, obviously. But being recognised, making eye-contact, having a conversation, is hugely important. Being ignored, people actively avoiding their gaze, is the thing everyone, without exception, finds hardest to cope with. That experience forces you to look at the world differently. Next time you see a vendor – smile back, say hello, buy a copy or say “no thanks”.

When The Big Issue burst out on to Britain’s streets, brash, bolshy and bold, for the first time it made homeless people visible individuals with something to say as well as something to sell. For many, it literally lifted them up. Twenty-five years later vendors are not just a fixture in the landscape, a salesperson providing the odd additional public service – from a smile to a hand with heavy bags – they are part of the fabric of community life.

This week our founder, Lord John Bird, will invite a group of vendors to his first official reception at the House of Lords. When he started the magazine he gave a voice to the dispossessed and voiceless. Now, at the seat of power, in the heart of Westminster, he is opening the doors so they can be seen and heard there too. This is a remarkable achievement. And so are your letters, Facebook messages and tweets about your vendors. Keep them coming.

Being ignored, people actively avoiding their gaze, is the one thing everyone, without exception, finds hardest to cope with.

Paul McNamee is away. Vicky Carroll is deputy editor @vcarroll100

FROM THE VAULT... JUNE 2011 NO 953

Five years before Luke Skywalker reunited The Kinks, Ray Davies told The Big Issue about bust-ups with The Beatles and stepping back from the spotlight.

WILL IS JUNIOR DOCTORS’ HERO

Vendor moved in to stop man’s tirade against medic

A Big Issue seller in Exeter was hailed a hero after helping striking junior doctors who were being harangued by an angry member of the public last week. Will Adams was on his city centre pitch on April 6, close to a ‘Meet the Doctors’ event where a female junior doctor was answering questions about the strike. Ivy Owens, who was helping at the event, said: “A very large, angry, incoherent man began verbally abusing the female junior doctor. A medical student tried to calm the situation but the man, now shouting very loudly and gesticulating violently, turned the abuse on him.” As the situation escalated, Owens

HAMILL FANS LIGHT UP THE CHAT ON TWITTER

Mark Hamill-mania gripped social media last week after he appeared on The Big Issue’s Heroes special edition cover. And many fans took to verse to show their appreciation of Luke Skywalker.

“A poem for Mark Hamill – His lightsaber’s blue. He’s mates with Artoo. Read Luke Skywalker, only in The Big Issue,” one fan tweeted, sparking a threat of poetic Twitter debate about his lightsaber’s correct colour. @BeccaPiano contributed: “He uses The Force. For better or Worse. He oft lends a hand (just the left one, of course)” and “A Jedi, methinks, endures Jar Jar Binks. But relishes everything Davies and Kinks.”

And even @HamillHimself chimed in: “As light saber colors are all sorted out – @BigIssue is giving hand-ups not hand-outs!”

BIG SALES THAT HELPED JIMMY’S DAUGHTER

A Big Issue vendor who saved up a year’s earnings from selling the magazine helped his daughter achieve her dream of climbing Kilimanjaro, the world’s highest free-
was considering calling 999 when vendor Will intervened. “He approached the man, who was about twice Will’s size, and after a minute or two of very calm persuasion managed to lead him away. In addition to being the epitome of calm courage in handling this situation, Will’s actions were morale-raising for the junior doctors, as they more than cancelled out the negative effect of the abuse.”

Doctors and passers-by thanked Will by buying copies of the magazine and tweeting their thanks. Louise Anning shared a picture (above) of herself with the “hero who came to [the] defence of junior doctors”. Will said: “I was happy to help, it was the right thing to do. I have so much respect for the NHS and junior doctors.”

JO’S ARTFUL SUCCESS
Former Big Issue vendor Jo Adamson’s blossoming art career has taken a leap forward after her debut solo exhibition in Glasgow. Jo, who is registered blind, was known as “the singing vendor” but she stopped selling the magazine due to her deteriorating eyesight. Since then she has been creating art, and has a growing fanbase: 33 prints were sold at her exhibition and she has been invited to give talks about her work and exhibit in Geneva. See her shop at etsy.com/uk/shop/ Josunshineart or search for Jo Sunshine Art on Facebook or Twitter.

standing mountain. Nottingham vendor Jimmy, who’s sold the magazine for around 11 years, said he was proud to help pay for his daughter’s trip to Tanzania, which cost £2,800. She went with the Prince’s Trust and helped build an orphanage. “It felt brilliant to help her,” he said.

How to hear what you taste

Tasting – it’s what we do with our mouth, right? Wrong. It turns out the other senses have a much bigger impact on our experience of tasting than any of us ever realised. Scientists are increasingly starting to unravel some of the intriguing ways that what we see, smell, hear and even feel can change what we think we are tasting and how much we enjoy the experience.

Many scientists believe that as much as 75-95 per cent of what we think we taste actually comes from the nose. While precise values are hard to come by, it is certainly true that all the taste buds on your tongue really give you are the sensations of sweet, sour, salty, bitter and umami... there may be a few others, like metallic, but really it is just the basic five. Everything beyond that, the meaty, the floral, the herbal, the fruity, the smoky or, if my wife is cooking, the burnt, all come from the sense of smell. It turns out that every time we swallow, a pulse of moist and aromatic air pulses out from the back of our nose. This is what scientists call retronasal smell (the other kind of smell, orthonasal smell, is what happens when you sniff those delicious food aromas wafting out of the kitchen). For some as yet unknown reason, our brain ventriloquises this smell so that we all think it is coming from our mouth.

But beyond what we literally taste, and smell, the other senses also play an important role. What we see is crucial. Don’t believe me? Well, just try changing the colour of an everyday food and see what happens. People soon start to feel a bit sick if you give them blue meat or fish to eat. Colour a white wine red with odourless, tasteless food dye, so it looks like a red wine, and you can sometimes fool even the experts into thinking that they can smell all those red wine aromas.

Here in Oxford, we are really interested in the effect of what we hear on what we taste. Not only the sounds of crunchy, crackly, crispy, creamy and carbonated foods but also the squeakiness of certain cheeses. Sound really is the forgotten flavour sense.

And then there is touch – the first taste is, in some sense, with the hand. Food certainly tastes different, often better, if we eat with our hands. Feel a different texture in your hand and you may very well feel things differently in your mouth too.

Professor Charles Spence is head of the Crossmodal Research Laboratory at Oxford University. He co-wrote The Perfect Meal: The Multisensory Science of Food and Dining and hosts multi-sensory tasting dinners: kitchen-theory.com
Green Gas. Gas that does Good

We’ve always supplied **100% renewable electricity**, now we supply gas that does good too.

Choosing Good Energy for electricity and gas could reduce your personal carbon footprint by up to **50%**.

Just some of the reasons we’ve been voted Ethical Company’s No.1 renewable electricity supplier for 12 years running.

Switching is green and simple.

Call **0800 254 0000**.

Quote ‘BigIssue02’ when you switch and receive a £50 voucher for John Lewis.

Offer ends 31/12/2016

For full details of how we source our electricity visit: goodenergy.co.uk/source

Visit goodenergy.co.uk/goodstats for full details and calculations.
Throughout my career I’ve benefited from experienced people giving me a helping hand. I had a small role in a Bob Hoskins film and he paid for my first Edinburgh show with Olivia Poulet. Financing plays a huge role in giving young artists a start but it isn’t just cash. A kind word can get you through dark days. One of my favourite things is to keep an eye out for young golden sparks. Often it’s girls who make me laugh. Lauren O’Rourke [pictured below with Solemani] is the most hilarious, twisted writer; Kate Kennedy is a surrealist comedy voice; Ruby Wild’s a formidable director. I saw them in National Youth theatre. I keep in touch, encourage their projects, reminding them how brilliant they are. Because it’s easy to forget when you have an original voice and barriers to break down. I’m always on the hunt for talent. A girl who asked me a question at a Q&A ended up on my train and made me laugh the whole way. Now she’s working on a screenplay about her Nigerian heritage, so keep an eye out for Eki Maria.

Tony Benn said the duty of the old is to encourage the young. The truth is, they give me more than I give them. Their outlook opens my mind, their energy is intoxicating and they teach me things my phone can do I never thought possible.

Tyneham
ISLE OF PURBECK, DORSET

Tyneham is Dorset’s ghost village, once a thriving community and home to more than 200 inhabitants. In 1943 the village and 7,500 acres of surrounding downland were commandeered by the War Office for use as a firing range. A notice was left on the church door: ‘Please treat the church and houses with care; we have given up our homes where many of us lived for generations to help win the war to keep men free. We shall return one day and thank you for treating the village kindly.’

The villagers had been promised their properties back at the end of the war. But in 1948 the British Army placed a compulsory purchase order on the land and it became a permanent military training zone.

Since 1975 the public have been granted access to the village and to footpaths across the ranges at weekends and throughout the month of August. Many of the buildings have fallen into disrepair or been damaged by shelling. The Elizabethan manor house was demolished in 1967. However, the church and school house remain intact and are open as museums. The schoolroom is arranged just as it would have been on a typical school day in the 1930s.

OS Grid Reference: SY 881802

Get instructions and OS map for this walk (ID 2079) for free until May 1 at walkingworld.com. Use discount code HB5 to access more than 6,000 routes for just £15.

FORWARD THINKING... The high life.

Erase all images of exploding dirigibles from your mind: elegant oddball airships could be gliding across our skies soon. Hybrid air vehicles are retro-futuristic, glide quietly, have a low carbon footprint and emissions – and, according to their manufacturers, better cargo-carrying capacity than virtually any other flying vehicle. Plus, Indiana Jones and his dad had a short trip in one, and who doesn’t want a piece of that?


LETTER TO MY YOUNGER SELF

Laurie Anderson

When I was 16 I stopped playing the violin. After years of playing I realised I wasn’t good enough to be a solo violin player. That was kind of shocking to me. And I also realised if I wanted to be a professional violinist I’d have to practise so hard, like eight hours a day, and that would mean I could never learn anything else. I looked at the musicians around me and all they were doing were practising. I wanted to ask them, do you have any regrets? I wanted to learn German and physics, and I wanted to travel. So I quit playing the violin very suddenly. Several decades later I still don’t speak German and I don’t know physics. And I don’t play the violin very well. But I’ve done lots of other things and I think that 16-year-old made a good choice. In fact, that decision, at that time, kind of marked the rest of my life.

I stayed away from music for a while after I was 16. The thought of it just stressed me out. We used to go to music camp, and the idea was that we’d play music in the woods in the summer and it would be beautiful – Tchaikovsky in the trees and lakes. But we also had these challenges and we’d be judged against each other. I didn’t work so hard, like eight hours a day, and if I wanted to be a professional violinist I’d have to practise so hard, like eight hours a day, so don’t worry about what they say. I always tell young artists, why care what people think about what you do? A lot of people limit their own freedom by concerning themselves with the approval of others. So they decide not to be free. It’s hard to be free.

If I met the 16-year-old me now, the first thing I’d do would be to thank her. She made some pretty good calls. I’d admit to her, I never did learn German but thanks for freeing me up to have fun. When I was young, much of art was about showing how you were suffering. I had some questions about that. I wanted to go towards the light. I haven’t completely got over that, I’m still interested just to other to the status quo. But ultimately I’m my mother’s snobbish daughter – you don’t like it? Too bad. I like it. I don’t want to be judged against each other. I am not a competitive person and I don’t really enjoy that with other artists. It seemed like it had become more about the competition than the music.

I think I was a lot of things – well-balanced, angsty, happy, unhappy – when I was 16. I didn’t work at having a consistent personality. I knew you were supposed to but that seemed crazy to me, to be just one person all the time. I understand why people don’t want to change into a completely different person each day but there was a lot of pressure on teenagers to adopt one personality and stick with it. Like in the art world, where you’re supposed to have one style and stick to it. That I am not a competitive person and I don’t really enjoy that with other artists. It seemed like it had become more about the competition than the music.

I was always good at doing things for myself. I was from a very big family so you were always vying for attention and I didn’t get much. I remember when I was about seven, my sister and I would run home from school, make peanut butter sandwiches, leave them in the kitchen, run back out, then run back into the house and say: “Wow, look what mom made for us! Peanut butter sandwiches!” Because my mother never had time to do things like that for us. I realised, though, love is, for me, the most important thing in the world, it’s also important to take care of yourself.

As I’ve got older I’ve realised how much my memories of childhood are just stories I came up with to explain, or cope with, what was going on. When I was 12 I broke my back and had to spend a long time in a children’s ward in hospital. When I talked about it I remembered that the doctors were idiots, they told me stupid stories, they said I’d never walk again – what did they know? When I looked back as an adult I almost had an audio hallucination – it all came back to me, being in that big room for months with kids who had burns or terrible sickness, screaming the way kids do when they’re dying. I was not able to handle it. And I realised my younger self’s version of that time was my way of coping with being very frightened. And so every time I told that story I got further from the truth, I forgot it. You have your go-to stories from your past and you develop your themes.

I didn’t love my mother – I really didn’t – but I did admire her. Her mother didn’t love her either. Sometimes it just comes down the line. But there were parts of her that were wonderful. She was a huge influence on me. She was a very formal person and not able to articulate emotion at all. She should have been a CEO of a major corporation. She went to college at 16, and graduated, but she was born at a time when that stuff stopped when you had a family. She taught me to love books, which is a wonderful gift. My dad was much lighter, a very sweet person who did love me a lot. I was lucky, a lot of people have two parents who don’t like them very much. The more I think back on it the more I realise how much your parents shape what you become.

My parents didn’t care much about what other people thought. My mother was quite a snob, so if people thought my work was ridiculous she would defend me by looking at their lives and saying, well most people just stick to the status quo so don’t worry about what they say. I always tell young artists, why care what people think about what you do? A lot of people limit their own freedom by concerning themselves with the approval of others. So they decide not to be free. It’s hard to be free.

Probably you fall in love with people who share certain basic things with you. It might have been hard for me to fall in love with someone who had big rules. I met Lou [Reed, her partner for 20 years until his death in 2013] at a music festival and that was my beat and it was his beat too. We were both pretty free but I don’t think Lou and I just did whatever the hell we wanted. Even when he made Metal Machine Music, that was about giving people the opportunity to hear that. It wasn’t showing disdain for people, it was ‘check this out, this is great’. Oh, I was so lucky to meet him and be with him. I consider myself incredibly lucky. And not to have that go on forever? Well… that’s just the situation.

Laurie Anderson is guest director at the 50th Brighton Festival, which runs May 7-29. She will premiere new work at the festival, which has a theme of ‘home’. brightonfestival.org

Interview: Jane Graham @Janeannie

IN 1963

THE YEAR LAURIE ANDERSON TURNS 16...

President John F Kennedy is assassinated / The Profumo affair leads to UK war minister John Profumo’s resignation

Laurie Anderson playing the violin in 2006; with Lou Reed, who died from liver disease in 2013
“It was hard for me to fall in love with someone who had big rules. Lou and I were pretty free”
Last year The Big Issue helped launch the groundbreaking coffee business Change Please and it created a lot more than just a caffeine buzz! The business employed homeless people – some of them ex-Big Issue vendors – and teamed up with the Old Spike Roastery to train them to sell fresh coffee from mobile carts on the streets of central London.

The launch saw the vans operating across eight sites, with the latest cart recently taking to Canary Wharf.

And now, with our brand new subscription service, you can get Old Spike Roastery coffee delivered straight to your door. Your coffee will be freshly roasted on a Monday and sent out to you the very next day. Choose from a three, six, nine or 12-month subscription to enjoy this ethically sourced, hand-roasted, delicious coffee.

Every purchase through The Big Issue Shop directly supports the work that we do, offering a HAND UP and a chance to earn a legitimate income to those affected by poverty. To check out Change Please coffee and more products visit shop.bigissue.com

need to get in touch? just email shop@bigissue.com
Magic, monsters and inequality: we’re still living in Victorian times

I minto fairies. I realise that every time I pass the Harry Potter shop in King’s Cross railway station that there must be money in apparitions.

Outside the shop there is a constant throng of people who line up to be photographed, holding on to half a railway trolley that disappears into the wall. A Potter shop staff member holds up a scarf around each person’s neck, to look as if it is caught by the wind. Then the photographer shoots what I suppose is an official Potter photo.

I am not so sure of the significance of this event but hundreds and thousands of people seem to have been doing this over the last year that I have been passing, going upstairs to The Parcel Yard; the best reinvented railway pub I have ever known.

If you want to get an inkling of old-fashioned British Railway days, and even Victorian rail days, then go up the steps past Harry Potter and you enter a fabled world. Below you have a dream of Victorian/Edwardian public school England choppéd around with Wagnerian monsters and ghouls; with ‘goody’ wizards a la Tolkien and CS Lewis; a definite throwback to cuddlier times. And upstairs you can have an honest drink or meal among a piece of historical history.

I much prefer the fable at The Parcel Yard that recreates actual railway history, to the dreams and fears of century-old story-makers morphed forward to our times.

Both, though, are big business. Nostalgia is one of the biggest industries being created today. Recently I wrote about my daughter’s Potter wand, which she still takes with her to threatening places. These artefacts are taken seriously by those caught up with Potterisms.

With this in mind, I have decided to introduce a fairy into my latest serious book about the fight to end Idealism. Perhaps more people will buy it.

It is quite extraordinary how many fairies and wizards and ghouls crept into serious books in Victorian times. William Morris, one of the most consistent socialist voices against Victorian capitalism, drowned him and his family and half his generation in dreams of monsters and Potter-like struggles and mayhem.

So as I incorporate fairies and perhaps even a few wizards into my serious critique of the political world, I am following examples set in the 19th century. And Morris is a very good critic, along with his mate John Ruskin, to use as a guide to a partisan understanding of what our forefathers were up to politically.

How Victorian we all are, I find myself reflecting. How we seem to be unable to escape the Victorian world. For while people sit in a recreated Victorian pub at King’s Cross or imagine a world of Victorian or Edwardian monsters, fairies and wizards, a la Harry Potter, down the road at Number 10 Downing Street, a group of people protest the tax hideaways favoured by the rich and comfortable; using the language of that great Victorian Karl Marx.

And there’s me sitting in the House of Lords chamber, a mock Gothic Victorian invention to replace the ancient Palace of Westminster that burnt down in 1834; three years before Princess Victoria became the Queen and began the age we have yet to escape.

So Marx is back, fairies are back; magical wizard-creating public schools are back; and Victorian pubs to slake our accompanying thirsts are back.

Of course we must remember that we have not entirely returned to Victoria’s time. We have our mass consumerism that drives helter-skelter the gap between rich and poor. And we have our pension funds, remaining the biggest amount of money in the world, a kind of expression of People’s Capitalism if ever there was one.

And of course we have a highly strained, disheartened NHS, which also is expressed at the gate of Number 10, along with Marxian-inspired vitriol for tax avoiders. Last week the junior doctors’ campaign decided to put a few doctors sleeping rough outside Number 10, to remind us of the current crisis over their relationships with government.

Probably the only modern thing about Britain today is the NHS. The only non-Victorian thing. Universal health provision seems to have been dreamed up between Victoria and Elizabeth’s time; and the idea that all of our lives are sacrosanct. The NHS says it isn’t just the rich and comfortable catered for and the poor left to make do. It is us all.

And that is what the junior doctors say they are fighting for.

When any unhistorical ‘prick’ starts talking about Britain moving back to the ’30s or Victorian times, remember one thing only: that we have an NHS that does not make social distinctions that were made at earlier times. So if you fall down ill in Parliament Square, they’ll pick you up, whether you’re a pauper or a peer.

My fairy-dripping book will be out soon.

John Bird is the founder and Editor in Chief of The Big Issue. @johnbirdswords
john.bird@bigissue.com
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DISCOVER THE POWER OF POSITIVE BANKING.

We believe that savings can and should be a powerful force for good. Our ethical cash ISAs only lend your money to organisations making a positive impact. So you’re not the only one who benefits.

SEARCH TRIODOS ETHICAL ISA
I have not seen anything new or unfamiliar in the tax avoidance techniques in the Panama Papers – we knew the kind of things rich people and big companies were doing to avoid paying tax. But to see these things outlined in black and white in the documents – the creation of offshore entities and the use of nominee directors – is still very striking. And to see a legal firm, Mossack Fonseca, not only complying but actively facilitating tax avoidance is also very significant.

The firm claims everything it has been doing is legal. But it is up to the government of Panama to take the firm to court to establish whether it broke the laws on compliance, due diligence and money laundering. Only then will we know if the firm’s actions were legal, as it claims. And it’s important to realise that Mossack Fonseca is probably not doing anything very different from any other law firms specialising in offshore tax.

Tax havens remain a big problem globally. People who defend tax havens along the lines of wealth creation have lost touch with how the majority of us are living. If there is nothing wrong with tax havens, as some people claim, why has there been such secrecy? What do they have to hide?

You can debate the various types of taxation, you can debate how much people should pay. But if one group of people, the very wealthy, decides it is beyond those debates, beyond regulation, then the rest of us are entitled to be angry about that. We should all be subject to the decisions our elected governments make about tax. So there is something deeply unjust and hugely damaging for democracy about avoiding tax and evading regulation.

It’s damaging for our economies too. Many of the poorest cannot pay much tax. But the middle class does pay a lot of tax and is being squeezed. Meanwhile, the rich use their power and privilege to avoid much of the tax they should be paying. They are living inside their own luxury economy while the real economy is stagnating.

Panama Papers ‘revelations’ aren’t new. And Britain is part of the problem

By releasing his tax returns, David Cameron will hope to have assuaged public outrage, for now. It was essentially a PR move but it has set an interesting precedent for greater openness. And in declaring his commitment to end tax abuse, Cameron may eventually be pushed to actually do something, so long as public pressure is strong enough.

Forcing big companies to do country-by-country reporting of their finances could be a really important way of getting greater tax transparency. At the moment, it’s too easy for multinational corporations to provide consolidated accounts, rather than explain what their tax arrangements are in each country they operate in.

The EU is looking at proposals to get country-by-country reporting in Europe. It would be very useful if it meant the big companies had to explain their use of tax havens – but as always, the devil is in the detail. It is up to us all to look at the detail and try to insist on more transparency. If we do that, the impact of the Panama Papers could yet be far-reaching and important.

We must also remember to pay attention to what happens to the originator of the leak. We don’t yet know who the whistleblower was but unfortunately they are usually made to suffer in cases like this. Whistleblowers need to be protected. In this case they are doing all of us a great favour – we have them to thank for forcing our leaders to face up to tax abuse.

Ronen Palan is Professor of International Politics at City University London. He was speaking to Adam Forrest @adamtomforrest

Some of the biggest tax havens are British jurisdictions. Places like the Channel Islands have facilitated secretive deals linked to the City of London

REUTERS/Max Rossi

Panama Papers ‘revelations’ aren’t new. And Britain is part of the problem
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Panama Papers ‘revelations’ aren’t new. And Britain is part of the problem

A law firm in Panama

Panama Papers ‘revelations’ aren’t new. And Britain is part of the problem

David Cameron has said that Britain is taking a lead in the fight against tax abuse. But Britain remains part of the problem, not part of the solution. Some of the biggest tax havens are British jurisdictions.

Places like the Channel Islands and the British Virgin Islands have facilitated secretive deals and are strongly linked to the City of London.

Politicians around the globe, including Cameron, have come under pressure

Panama Papers ‘revelations’ aren’t new. And Britain is part of the problem

Places like the Channel Islands and the British Virgin Islands have facilitated secretive deals and are strongly linked to the City of London.
ANXTI, BOWIE AND THE BIG ISSUE
BY ANXTI
ANXTI is a London artist who created this piece especially for The Big Issue. “My work deals with my own issues with anxiety,” he explains. “It’s something I have suffered from my entire life. ANXTI is one of my coping mechanisms. The physical act of making my work, even thinking about it, is a great distraction from the stresses of everyday life. My hope for this project is to help, entertain and increase the awareness of male mental health issues like anxiety.” View more of his work at: instagram.com/anxti

HOPE
BY ANIL PATHAK

I wander slowly through tall trees
I am the shoulders of a bright winter breeze
I am the sound all diminishing
I see you cry all alone, I am the want in your tearful eyes
I am the light in the summer sunshine
I am the bite of a night’s, come to me please
I could bring you down to your knees
I am in the hills as you stare
But I am good, I can never catch your unawares!
Be comforted for I am there.

Anil is a poet and artist from Brighton. With his work, he aims to provoke positive emotions and feelings in the observer or reader.

THE RIFT
BY ABDI
Abdi moved to the UK to escape the war in Somalia. He has lived in Swansea, Gloucestershire and London. Sometimes he is housed, sometimes he is homeless. He has worked in factories and various temporary roles via agencies. He enjoys drawing portraits and capturing interactions between people.

Street Art is created by people who are marginalised by issues like homelessness, disability and mental health conditions. Contact streetlights@bigissue.com to see your art here.
A kettle, cutlery, a toaster.

A few simple things that help make a home. And a big difference from living on the street.

If you want to make a big difference with a small donation, you could start with a pen and a pair of scissors. Thank you.

The Big Issue magazine offers homeless people the opportunity of a livelihood.

The Big Issue Foundation offers vendors the opportunity of a life. We work tirelessly alongside our vendors to help them deal with the issues that have caused their homelessness or have developed as a result of hitting the streets.
GAME OF THRONES IS REAL – IT’S HAPPENING RIGHT NOW

If you think it’s all fantasy, think again, says John Henry Clay. Westeros is our world, and its storylines are very real.

It’s a shocking sight. Hundreds of men, women and children crowd onto boats amid scenes of chaos and panic. Behind them lie abandoned homes and lives, destroyed by an enemy of untold savagery. Ahead lies a perilous journey into a foreign land, where they will be met with suspicion and resentment.

Does this describe Jon Snow’s desperate evacuation of Wildlings from the stricken northern lands of Westeros? Or the plight of families fleeing Syria for an uncertain future in Europe? Take your pick. Because one of the reasons for the success of Game of Thrones is that it resonates with us on levels we might not immediately recognise.

At first glance the world is pure fantasy, albeit grittier than we’re used to: The Lord of the Rings with fewer elves, rather more violence and a lot more sex. Westeros is home to the united Seven Kingdoms, currently enjoying a bloody cycle of civil wars and assassinations. In the north stands a 700 foot-high rampart of ice known only as the Wall, patrolled by the brotherhood of the Night’s Watch. Under their young, grim-faced leader Jon Snow, the Watch are sworn to shield the Seven Kingdoms from the mysterious dangers of the north. Some of these dangers, namely the fur-clad barbarians known as Wildlings, are human. Some are not.

But look a little closer and the world becomes more real by the second.

Famously, George RR Martin’s inspiration for the Wall was our own Hadrian’s Wall, built in the second century AD ‘to separate Romans from barbarians’, as one ancient historian put it. It’s the most famous and evocative Roman monument in Britain, and Martin was smart to borrow it.

For walls have power, both physical and symbolic. They divide, demarcate, define ‘Us’ against ‘Them’. When Donald Trump swears to build a wall to keep out Mexicans, it hardly matters that he shows no awareness of just how impractical such a project...
A Donald Trump supporter (left), the Wall that separates the Wildlings from the Seven Kingdoms in GoT.

would be. What matters is that he speaks to people’s basic fears, pins all their problems on one cause, and then offers a sure-fire solution that everyone can understand.

It’s a winning sales tactic, true. Unfortunately, history, like Game of Thrones, teaches us that the real world isn’t so simple. If Hadrian’s Wall had been meant just to keep people out, it wouldn’t have been built with a gate every mile. It was less a barrier, more a way of controlling movement, making sure traders paid custom fees, and projecting Roman power both north and south.

The Wall of Westeros, on the other hand, was built as a barrier – but to keep out the supernatural hordes of the White Walkers, not the human Wildlings. The Free Folk, as the Wildlings call themselves, are victims of circumstance like the Syrian refugees of today, caught in a trap they had no part in making. Meanwhile, the people of the Seven Kingdoms, like modern Europeans, see themselves as even less responsible. Why should they bear the burden of helping people they don’t know or care about? Why should they risk letting strangers bring an alien culture and religion into their land?

If we turn in credit that he offers no easy answers. In Game of Thrones we might side with the Wildlings but many of them have in fact raided and murdered in the south, and they first approach the Wall not as refugees but as invaders. Perhaps, we are forced to ask ourselves, the southerners are right to fear them. Perhaps Jon Snow’s compassion is born of naivety.

Likewise, some would say that our human instinct should be to sympathise with the plight of innocent refugees from the Middle East. Others point out that this doesn’t make the humanitarian burden any easier for stretched European economies to bear. Nor does it help reassure people who suffer genuine fear of the extremists who brought death to the citizens of Paris and Brussels. There is no easy answer.

If we turn to history, we see that these problems are nothing new. The Wildlings of the Roman world were the tribe known as the Goths, who first entered the empire as refugees in 376 AD. Neither the Goths, driven from their homeland by the Huns, nor the Romans, suddenly faced with thousands of asylum seekers, chose to be put in this situation.

But it was Roman abuse and intolerance that drove the Goths to take up arms in revolt. Both sides became embittered and militant. Two years later the Goths killed a Roman emperor in battle, along with half of his army. A generation later they sacked Rome itself. If there’s a lesson here, it’s up to us to find it.

The brilliance of Game of Thrones lies in the believability of its world. Of course we believe that southerners would treat the Wildlings with suspicion and contempt. Of course we believe that the desperate and downtrodden would flock to charismatic leaders, and that a cumbersome political union like the Seven Kingdoms would start to creak under its own weight. We have seen all this before in history – and now we see it again in our own time.

John Henry Clay is a lecturer in early medieval history at Durham University. He is author of The Lion and the Lamb and At the Ruin of the World. Game of Thrones season six airs April 26 at 9pm on Sky Atlantic.

A HISTORY BUFF’S GUIDE TO GAME OF THRONES

BY PROFESSOR SARAH PEVERLEY

Pick practically any period in world history, and precedents for the characters and action can be found in abundance. The Dothraki, for instance, are reminiscent of early nomadic horse-riding peoples, like the Mongols, Huns and various Native American tribes, while the fierce, sea faring nation of the Iron Islands, the Ironborn, align with the Vikings. Pick any location in Westeros or Essos and the fictional geography maps onto terrains our ancestors inhabited. Thus, the Great Pyramid of Meereen evokes ancient Egypt, and the labyrinthine canals of Braavos nod to the watery geography of Renaissance Venice.

But as any fan will know, the series owes its greatest debt to the history of medieval Britain, especially the protracted civil conflict known as the Wars of the Roses. In the rival Houses of Stark, Lannister, Baratheon, and Targaryen, there are clear reverberations of the Houses of York and Lancaster – the rival dynasties that vied for control of the English throne between 1455 and 1487 and were dogged by a torrent of regicide and appalling battles, such as the bloody devastation at Towton, where 28,000 men died amidst a snow storm befitting Winterfell.

To temper the raw physicality of the fictitious hostilities, the Wars of the Roses also furnishes Game of Thrones with a tangled web of political intrigues and betrayals. Aspects of Tyrion Lannister’s story parallel Richard III’s as he stands accused of attempting to murder young Bran Stark in a tower at Winterfell. Like Richard III, Tyrion also exhibits Machiavellian behaviour. His love of books and instinctive ability to read people makes him adept at manipulating events and influencing others.

Cersei Lannister is equally adept at exploiting others to advance her cause. In this, and her irresistible devotion to her children, she bears a striking resemblance to Margaret of Anjou, the consort of ‘mad king’ Henry VI. Like Cersei, Margaret engaged in the male-dominated politicizing at court and was vexed by rumours of her son’s illegitimacy. In an attempt to strengthen her family’s position, she was forced to negotiate a number of strategic alliances – the most incredible being the marriage of her son, Prince Edward, to Anne Neville, daughter of the earl of Warwick, Richard Neville, the man who had helped to depose Henry VI several years earlier in 1461.

Perhaps it’s Game of Thrones’ capacity for capturing the essence of real-life drama, but not slavishly following them through to their historic conclusions, that leaves viewers wanting more. We might hazard a guess that Daenerys Targaryen will return across the ‘narrow sea’ to claim the Iron Throne, as her dragon-bearing counterpart Henry VII did when he crossed the Channel to claim the English throne from Richard III. But with myriad historical machinations, murders and power-plays to draw on, it’s more likely Game of Thrones will throw in more twists inspired by incredible dramas of the past.

Sarah Peverley is Professor of English Literature at the University of Liverpool @Sarah_Peverley sarahpeverley.com
WHOSE LIFE WILL YOU CHANGE WITH AN INVESTMENT OF JUST £15?

At CARE International, we know that sometimes, all people need is a little investment to change their lives forever.

That’s why we’ve set up this revolutionary new way to help some of the world’s poorest people. It’s called lendwithcare — and instead of giving a donation, you can lend from just £15 to fund a fledgling business.

Analyn Abarico and Jose Armijos are just two of the people you could help to work their way out of poverty when you make a loan through lendwithcare.org.

How does it work?

1. You choose an entrepreneur at www.lendwithcare.org
2. You invest any amount from £15 in their business
3. The entrepreneur’s business begins to grow
4. Your loan is repaid back to you
5. You re-invest in another entrepreneur, you withdraw your money or donate it to CARE International

VISIT LENDWITHCARE.ORG NOW TO MEET MORE ENTREPRENEURS AND DECIDE WHO YOU INVEST IN

lendwithcare.org

Microloans from CARE International UK

CARE International UK. Registered charity no 295056. CARE, 89 Albert Embankment, London SE1 7TP.
The loan status and amounts required were correct at the time of creating this advertisement.

MAKE A LOAN – CHANGE A LIFE
On the face of it, there’s some disparity between our candy floss-haired Queen and power-crazed characters of Game of Thrones. For one, Queenie likes a soft-boiled egg and horseracing, while her GoT counterparts – Daenerys Targaryen and Cersei Lannister – prefer dragon eggs and having it away with their brothers. But even though you wouldn’t catch the Queen fighting White Walkers with her Valyrian steel sword, the Royal Family are no strangers to drama. She might look like a nice great-granny but the Queen has ancestors that make King Joffrey look like Geoffrey from Rainbow.

Ever since Edward VIII abdicated, the British public have been hooked on the heady story of the Royal Family. Before that, we were full of respect and awe, doffing our caps (you’d lose your head if you didn’t). The Royals were vital to our identity but an abstract notion nonetheless. We liked them on coins, not the front page of the Mirror. It was only when Diana came along that the lurid soap opera started. She heralded the beginning of PalaceEnders. Nobody could resist her charm: with her Krystle Carrington shoulder pads and Howards’ Way hair, she created a racy narrative that turned the Royals into a world-renowned, tabloid-bothering reality show.

In 1992 Diana published a tell-all memoir, revealing Charles and Camilla’s affair. Meanwhile, the Princess Royal divorced Mark Phillips, Prince Andrew divorced Fergie, and Windsor Castle caught fire like the Rovers Return might on Christmas Day. The Queen, mumbling about her annus horribilis, brought down the portcullis, and the Way Ahead Group was established, featuring senior advisers and PR experts. (Perhaps it’s no coincidence Prince Edward formed a TV company, Ardent Productions, the following year, then married Sophie, a PR exec). Now the Royal soap is supremely stage-managed. Every night, during News at 10’s ‘and finally’ bit, the next installment is aired. The Duchess of Cambridge wears a dress in India! Prince George goes to nursery! Prince Charles stands awkwardly near a steel band! The Queen waves!

And of course we have Diana 2.0 – Kate Middleton. She ticks all the Diana boxes, except one. She is almost deliberately insipid, like she’s been ordered from a catalogue. Diana liked clicking her fingers at Live Aid, had affairs, dodged land mines and died in a high-speed car chase in Paris. Kate’s an agreeable Saturday afternoon trip to the shops, followed by a scone in the John Lewis cafe. You can almost hear the Queen rubbing her gloved hands with glee. Since Diana, the highly choreographed Royal Soap has been getting more and more boring. Charles and Camilla are now about as pulse-racing as a 3am repeat of Countryfile. Prince Philip has been replaced by Nigel Farage as the racist buffoon du jour. Kate and Wills might be pumping out heirs but they’re not exactly the Kardashians. Maybe The Queen needs to figure out a reboot. They could take the Hollyoaks/Made in Chelsea route with Eugenie and Beatrice getting into hilarious scrapes at Mahiki. The producers of PalaceEnders need to up their game. Kate wearing an outfit like the one Princess Di used to wear is not going to grip the public for long. But if she was dressed in white robes and strapped to a DRAGON, now that would be interesting...
‘AS YOU READ THIS, I WILL HAVE BEEN LIVING IN MY CAR FOR NINE YEARS AND NINE MONTHS PRECISELY’

Nick Andrew was a music teacher until he decided to follow his dream of being a full-time musician, touring up and down the country. But, as he explains, the only way to survive was to turn the backseat of his car into a bedroom...

Let me qualify that. As you read this, I will have been living in my car for nine years and nine months precisely. It was never my dream to become homeless, it was because of my need to live the way I want, to be a musician. It was meant to be a two-week cost-cutting experiment but turned into a nine-year (and counting) lifestyle change, as my need for TV, sofas, central heating, microwaves, hot running water and fitted wardrobes eroded. Basic instincts took over. Shelter, warmth, food and something particular to me, a place to practise, became the daily battle.

The problems of sleeping comfortably were quickly solved when my backseat became my bedroom. I consider myself a decent cook and eat a good balanced diet of the cheapest food one can buy. Heat and warmth (or keeping cool) is an ever-evolving mission but I am a Scot, therefore I either adapt or invent (or just drink).

I belong to several gyms up and down the country. Every time I need a shower I go to a gym, which gives me more reason to train on the weights. With all my years of knowledge and study, I never imagined that my greatest work in progress would be hunting the great water closet. The infinite toilet toil. Before you ask, I always find a sit-down potty for my sit-down potty functions. I now have an app on my phone, which locates the nearest toilet to me using GPS (General Public Sanitation). The problem with this is that it only lists the toilets that people have reported, and not every facility will be accounted for. If you use these apps, please report any missing conveniences, not just for my sake but for the countless unfortunates who have weak
bladders or undergo operations that make visits more regular and essential.

A few years ago I was gigging ‘Oop North’ and a young chap had made my acquaintance outside the venue asking for money and food.

“How long have you been homeless?” I asked.

“Two years.”

“Why?”

“Aw, this and that,” he dodged. He paused: “I bet you’ve got a nice house?”

“Ha! No. I’m homeless too. Have been for over six years.”

“No, they must be sent to an address.”

“I’ve been living in my car for six years.”

He shook my hand. Almost at that minute the snow started. As we simultaneously gazed skywards, I asked: “Are you going to be warm enough?”

He looked at me, with a slightly glazed look of madness and said: “Who cares!”

As I was scrambling around the dark recesses of my head to retort with something powerful and life-changing, the call came to go inside and get ready for the gig. Walking back towards the entrance, I wished the disadvantaged young soul luck. The encounter underlined the fine line I walk between living in a car and being ‘homeless’. With a mouthful of sandwich, he shouted after me: “At least you have a car!”

I asked if he could stay in the venue but fortunately someone had found him a place at a local hostel.

Within the space of three minutes I went from shaking the frozen hand of that young man to shaking the hand of the icon that is Midge Ure! I was reluctant to discuss my living situation with Midge but after the gig the organiser prompted me. I divulged: “I live in my car...”

I held my breath. No difficult small talk, just the usual questions. However, because they themselves were used to touring around, this time the questions were more thoughtful. They all saw the logistical logic of my lifestyle completely, which made me feel vindicated in my life choice.

Logistical and medical support is a non-starter. I gave it all up for.

“Ah! I’m homeless. Can’t I pick them up? I’m in your car park right now!”

“No. It’s policy. You are not insured to be on our premises.”

“But I’m here, outside!”

“No, it’s policy.”

And therein lies the rub. The word ‘policy’ has become more negative than ‘no’. Forget about visiting the doctor or dentist if you are abideless. The only way around it is to ‘borrow’ an address. I don’t possess the invisibility cloak of a homeless person but I sometimes receive the same stigma. If you are ever genuinely in need people are hardwired to help but become hardened to those who don’t help themselves.

To those who truly understand my situation, I have earned something that money can’t buy – respect!

The down side is that I still earn less than I did when I was a teenager. The first rung of the music business ladder is now broken beyond repair. Imagine being involved in an industry where every day one has to reinvent a business plan. From MTV to piracy, my music has been devalued so much that even when given away no one listens. My work is made to delight a sense that no one uses any more. People now listen with their eyes and look with their wallets. Music has never been cheaper. If everyone paid 99p for all the streams, YouTube hits and illegal downloads for my music, I’d be able to buy a small country (where no one would be homeless).

When I was 18 I never considered I’d be living below the breadline and be a ‘nobody’. But had my 33-year-old self continued down the path of normality, I would never have gigged as much, played the Royal Festival Hall, produced five albums, got myself on TV and written a book. I also wouldn’t possess the time or energy to promote my original band Zipper Tongue and our album, Above All Noise.

Do I consider myself homeless? No, but my reality
Mark Hamill: So the night that Ray showed up to play at your solo show last December – is it true you didn’t know he was going to do it?

Dave Davies: I had rehearsed a few Kinks songs with the band so I emailed him: Why don’t you come on at the end, do You Really Got Me and the fans will go crazy? He said he would try but had a prior engagement. He kept tormenting me, like he does, right up until we get to the song. Then I look over my shoulder – and it is like the shadow in Dirty Harry.

MH: You always think in cinematic terms. You cast your songs like movies, I’m sure.

DD: Me and Ray have always talked like that. Our writing has always been visual. So he was standing there, like my shadow, I announce him and he comes on. I was so ill that night but made myself do the show. When I got on stage something automatic took over. Your brain knows what to do. It was like I was watching it.

MH: An out-of-body experience? I’ve had that feeling performing. It is so odd.

DD: I’m so glad you got to speak with Ray, though.

MH: Ray was very engaging, very funny. I hope I made him laugh. This has been so special for me. I’m not trying to organise some sort of faux reunion. You have been such a part of the soundtrack of my life. Is it true you had legendary rave-ups with your dad, who was a gardener and loved music?

DD: The start of The Kinks was around the piano playing folks songs.

MH: And didn’t you have a band before Ray came into the picture? The Ramrods?

DD: Well remembered! And then the Boll-Weevils, which I got from an Eddy Cochran B-side. Ray was at art school but found he liked music more. It is so immediate.

MH: Well into my career, I took my dad to see The Paper Chase in Hollywood. I had been a professional actor for six years. On the way home, he said he loved the movie but if I ever wanted to consider law school he would match me dollar for dollar. He couldn’t conceive of acting as a legitimate profession.

DD: My maths teacher said to me: Davies, you will only be fit to sweep the street!

MH: John Lennon’s aunt Mimi famously told him: “The guitar is nice but you will never earn a living from it.” You were lucky to be in an atmosphere where it was encouraged.

DD: Your father thought you should go into a safer career?

MH: Well, we can talk about over-achieving older brothers. We have that in common. My brother Bill got great grades, was really handsome, good at sports, the girls threw themselves at him and he became a doctor. Doctor Hamill, the success of the family. Because, let’s face it, science trumps the arts every time.

DD: That is why I got interested in eastern mystical stuff – because in the east, people who develop their spiritual lives are revered.

MH: I went to nine schools in 12 years. My dad was in the navy. When I heard we were moving to Japan, I was crushed. All I could think was, do they have The Kinks in Japan? But we used to have campfires on the beach and listen to music. To earn money I taught Japanese rock bands what the lyrics to rock songs were.

DD: You were a pioneer! Do you know what I’m thinking of now? Yoda! What a stroke of genius...

MH: You are only a few years older than me, and when I first heard You Really Got Me on the radio, it ripped my guts out. I was 12. I had never heard anything so primal. All I could think was that I had to get that single. I mowed lawns, collected deposit bottles, I’d take my wagon door-to-door to save up the money. From then on my goal in life was to convert people to
The Kinks. But I can’t relate to you at that age because you were having hit records whereas I could barely get my shoelaces tied correctly. I was clueless. You grew up so incredibly fast – just the fact you got kicked out of school for having sex with your girlfriend made you a hero in my mind!

DD: I can remember that like it was yesterday. I forgot to pull up my trousers. I was so embarrassed.

MH: And she had a daughter by that experience.

DD: I am still writing songs about that.

MH: You wrote the song Susannah’s Still Alive about that?

DD: It has to be a haunting experience – they made you separate?

MH: It never goes away. They put her in an unmarried mother’s home. I found out where it was. I used to walk by and hope to catch a glimpse of her in the window.

MH: That’s so sad. Really poignant imagery there.

DD: Different times, the ‘60s were like Victorian times compared to now, in some ways.

MH: I’m looking at your solo stuff, and it is almost like George Harrison in The Beatles. You must have built up an enormous amount of material. We had been waiting for your debut solo LP since Death of a Clown in 1967. In 1980, AFL1-3603 finally came out and Glamour follows right away.

DD: It was a time when Ronald Reagan became president. I thought, politics has become showbiz. It is entertainment. A lot of people didn’t like it. But if you try to do what the audience want, that is death. For Chosen People [in 1983] I had been investigating religion. The concept was, maybe we are all chosen – it is whether we take the chance or not.

MH: I read once that you like working fast because it doesn’t give you a chance to second guess yourself. Pure instinct. That is so smart. You can be too much of a perfectionist. If they had let Stanley Kubrick keep going, he would still be shooting his first movie.

DD: There is something in that. With a lot of our work in The Kinks, instinct takes over. I go: “Ray, we got it!” After a certain point, you can make it worse.

MH: You lived round the corner from me when I was doing Slipstream in 1988. That is when I got to know you better. My wife Marilou got along with Nancy [Evans] really well, our kids were around the same age. They went off to hang out, leaving us by ourselves. We would watch Monty Python and you turned me on to Tony Hancock. This guy is such a genius!

DD: He is just brilliant.

MH: I had never heard of him, he is not well known in the US.

DD: His work really stands the test of time. He relates to all of us because he feels like he’s failed at everything. We all carry that character with us.

MH: And comedy comes from great tragedy. The pathos.

DD: I love opposites. That is the great thing about
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The story is embedded in our collective unconscious. I watched it about six times on tour in 1977. It was on in every town we passed through. And because I had started on the occult, magic, mysticism and yoga, I thought it was weird because Darth is a name that’s part of the Kabbalah. They used ritualistic magic. I thought, who is this George Lucas guy? Is he a mystic? Even your character – the word Skywalker is from ancient occult history, someone who projected his spiritual body out into the sky.

MH: Did you know they changed the name when we were already filming? He was originally called Luke Starkiller.

DD: Ooh, no. That’s like Rambo or something.

MH: Sure but at that age, in my young 20s, I thought he needed macho-ing up.

DD: That is the genius of the character.

MH: I see it now.

DD: Star Wars has a very powerful message. We joke about the Force when there are events we can’t get our heads around, where we don’t have the language. But I think there are other languages – psychic, feeling. Being a performer, you are looking for an idea. You sense where it is. Ideas are waiting for us to reach out to them – like Yoda!

MH: You get Star Wars far more than I do. I’m much more literal.

DD: It is a state of mind. And Luke Skywalker is like that. There are mystical elements. He is channelling this energy from somewhere. Ray is very psychic. But he doesn’t like to talk about it. He talks about music as a visual language, the characters come to him.

MH: Do you feel a psychic connection to your brother? It is almost unique in the annals of rock history that two siblings are so tied together in their careers. It must be difficult at times.

DD: Absolutely. But we have a telepathy or rapport like twins. I experience it so much with Ray. It reminds me of feeling a disturbance in the Force! We can affect each other for good or bad. On stage, in a room, performing, I have experienced moments with Ray when I don’t know what is going on. Something else has taken over. You look for it and it has gone. Every time the conscious mind tries to get hold of it, it goes.

MH: I’ve been trying to work through your solo LPs but we are only up to Bug in 2002!

DD: I’ll tell you a story about Bug. As you know, I’ve always been interested in the mind and psychic stuff. Around that time, I knew this woman who was a psychic, and she told me that she had been implanted with something in her brain which she thought might be aliens, maybe the government. I wrote a song about a character with a bug in my brain, trying to make it funny as well. A year later I was in London doing radio and became really faint. I was with Christian, my son – he says hi by the way – and I was in the throes of having a stroke. Same year that I write that story about a bug in the brain, and I was in hospital having a stroke. Something going on in my brain.

MH: You had to relearn everything. Speech? But you could do your fret arm. The rhythm was the problem. I noticed the long gap before Fractured Mindz...

DD: I had to relearn everything.

MH: That was why it was so astonishing seeing you last year at the Roxy. You were as great as you ever were. It is interesting to hear you sing See My Friends. The essence of the band was there with just you.

DD: That is sweet, thank you.

MH: I mean that. If you got back together as The Kinks, great. But you have given us what we need. Without reading your biography I would never have known you had any health issue, much less a stroke. That chunky guitar, the vocals. Ripping up Time? You ripped the roof off the joint! Oh, I’m so glad we got to do this.

DD: We could go on forever.

MH: I don’t want to stop...
Human Writes

Human Writes is a long-established organisation founded for the purpose of befriending prisoners on Death Row in the United States through letter-writing. Although based in the UK, we have members from many countries and our organisation is well known and internationally respected. Just under 3000 prisoners are currently held in harsh, lonely conditions, and letters from the outside world are often their only contact while they await their execution dates. A prisoner in Ohio recently wrote “It’s hard to find pure human beings that have a motive to encourage and uplift someone in need. A lot of people have turned their backs on us and most of them are immediate family. To have someone reach out despite what a person has been accused of, and comfort the individual as much as possible with no judgement at all, is just amazing. I didn’t even know that such people existed.”

If you would like to know more about joining our organisation or becoming a penfriend, please send an SAE to

Human Writes,
4 Lacey Grove, Wetherby, West Yorks, LS22 6RL,
e-mail humanwritesuk@yahoo.co.uk
or visit our website at www.humanwrites.org

The JOSEPH Communications

If you only read one spiritual book in your lifetime, make it this one.

Oblivion or opportunities and wonders – just what, precisely, awaits beyond physical death? Authored by ‘Joseph’ from an advanced reality ‘beyond the veil’, this internationally acclaimed book delivers arguably the most comprehensive, no-nonsense account ever written of what lies ahead upon leaving this world behind.

Revealing, inspiring, comforting ...Your Life After Death dares to draw back the final curtain and demystify the mystery. Read it and you’ll never look at the next life, or, indeed, this one, in quite the same way again.

‘Thanks to Joseph I am having a fabulous old age – hope is one thing, knowledge another.’ Pauline Hutchins.

‘Over the years I have read many books on this subject but none have been more informative and in-depth.’ Peggy Sivyer.

AVAILABLE FROM: www.josephspeaks.com or amazon.co.uk or send cheque for £16.95 (includes p&p) made payable to Band of Light Media Ltd. to: 10 Sparrable Row, Briercliffe, Burnley, Lancashire, BB10 3QW.
eBook versions available from:

amazon.com
BARNES&NOBLE
William Shakespeare, who died 400 years ago on April 23, is renowned for being handy with his wordplay, so it seems strange that pioneers of early silent cinema often looked to the Bard for inspiration.

1) The earliest surviving footage of Shakespeare on film. This is Herbert Beerbohm Tree starring in *King John* in 1899. The play was screened in cinemas simultaneously on the night it opened in London. Last year’s live simulcast of Benedict Cumberbatch’s *Hamlet* suddenly seems less innovative. 2) Note the groundbreaking special effects in this still from the 1910 adaptation of *King Lear*, where the film has been physically scratched to create the raging storm. 3) A hand-tinted frame from an Italian adaptation of *The Merchant of Venice* – actually filmed in Venice. 4) Sir John Gielgud’s film debut in 1922, aged 20, as a youthful Romeo.

All these clips and more are being screened at the BFI’s *Shakespeare on Film* festival.

> bfi.org.uk/shakespeare-on-film
Out of focus

A picture is worth a thousands words but the truth can be distorted by photographer and viewer, says Georgina Harding

S ome years ago I moved into a bare, new London flat. Few furnishings, no books, no TV. I treated myself to a vast volume of Magnum photos and looked at one picture each morning, and populated the space and had a story in my head for the day. Two grainy black-and-whites from 1950s eastern Europe became inspiration for the book I was writing then. And thoughts about photography, what a photograph can mean, to photographer and viewer and subject, are central to my new book The Gun Room.

Photographs should interest any novelist. They are memory, and memory is the basis of story. They bear witness to other people’s lives, which is after all what a novel attempts to do. A photograph – until Photoshop, at least – might be thought to be actual truth, whereas a novelist uses fiction to illustrate a truth. But perhaps photographs, even those gritty war photos that so shock us with their reality, themselves contain an element of fiction?

Look into the faces in the great news photos and you see an illusion. You tell yourself you can read what’s in their eyes: the hunger of a child in Darfur, the shell shock of a soldier in the Tet Offensive. You forget that what is before their eyes is a camera. You forget, conveniently, for the sake of the story you want to find in the picture, that the photographer was there intervening, and that you see only by his intervention.

“We want the photographer to be a spy in the house of love and of death,” wrote Susan Sontag. We like to think that we are seeing directly into other people’s lives, all without the problematical experience of having made the intrusion ourselves, and we make an instantaneous judgement about who and what they are.

Mostly, the subjects of the great news photos appear to have been taken unawares, in extreme circumstances when the camera is the last thing that matters to them. When Don McCullin photographed a starving mother in Biafra, she stared directly into his lens.

What did she see? By McCullin’s account, what she saw entering the hospital room was a white man who might have been bringing food or medicine but came with two cameras slung from his shoulders. It was 1968. She probably didn’t know what a camera was.

She looked and knew and cared nothing of him, her baby sucking hopelessly at her wrinkled, deflated breast. But what of us who see the picture, who look into her eyes and perhaps feel the tears rising in our own? We see her but more than that we see an event, a famine and a war, a manifestation of an abstraction. For us she becomes representative, not individual. We don’t expect to know her name. There are innumerable images like that, Dorotha Lange’s Migrant Mother, the napalm child in Vietnam, anonymous faces ineradicably associated with moments in history.

Perhaps it is because we have been saturated now with so many images that when the latest such picture appeared, of a drowned Syrian child on a Turkish beach, journalists worked to name and individualise this one child and make the picture stick. Though McCullin has admitted to once deliberately arranging a shot of a dead Vietnamese whose body he had just seen looted by American soldiers, displaying his remaining possessions, his emptied wallet and the photograph of his girl, driven by some urge to restore to him the identity that had been taken from him.

The dead – and the photographed – can’t shoot back. They can only tell the story that the photographer and the picture editor and the viewer ascribe to them. McCullin gives meaning to a dead Vietnamese. A front page shows Aylan Kurdi carried by a Turkish policeman tenderly, as if he were his own sleeping son. The Falling Man at the Twin Towers takes a perfect vertical dive, and we ignore the fact that this single elegant frame is just one still moment captured out of a tumbling chaotic death.

It is their simplicity that makes the great news photos so effective. They fix history with all the apparent truth of being images taken in the moment history was made, which seems a truth more incontrovertible than any more complex story told afterwards by a witness or news reporter with the benefit of hindsight. Yet no single moment exists in isolation. There is the Tank Man standing with his shopping bag before the Chinese army at Tiananmen. As Lucy Kirkwood’s play Chimeraza reminded us, only he could know precisely what he was doing there. We see the photographed at a single stilled moment in their lives – or deaths – removed from all of its context. We tell ourselves that we know their story. Are we seeing truth or fiction?

Georgina Harding’s The Gun Room is out April 21 (Bloomsbury, £16.99)
REVIEW

HOTELS OF NORTH AMERICA / RELATIVITY

Through the keyhole

Most of us who were charmed by The Ice Storm gave up long ago on Rick Moody writing anything as assured and emotionally disarming again. There have been passages of great prose, and some excellent jokes, in the three novels since that knockout 1994 breakthrough but Moody’s is no longer a name that sets off a thrilled alert. Which makes the surprise of the funny, touching, formally innovative Hotels of North America all the sweeter. It’s not The Ice Storm (stop asking!) but it’s the best novel he has written for years.

Reginald Edward Morse is a middle-aged investment banker turned weary, disappointed motivational speaker. His diversionary sideline as a blogging Trip Adviser-style hotel reviewer has, however, proved something of a calling, and won him an impressive online following. His forensic investigations of a diverse range of establishments, from swanky private clubs to mangy roadside motels, cover all angles (“I am reasonably certain that I heard prostitution happening on the stairwell outside the room”) and often consider details the less eagle-eyed, or more pleasure-engaged, one-nighter might overlook (“dust, blood, seminal fluid, Ritz crackers and insect parts”). But what makes his reviews required reading is the gradual divulgence of his own sorry tale of young love, marriage, fatherhood, infidelity, divorce, and jarring loneliness and regret.

If there is a more effective hothouse for the melancholy of modern alienation than the characterless, gloomily lit motel room, I can’t think of it. The metaphor holds further; the ceding of the young Morse’s enthusiastic sexual and experiential appetite to the heavy fatigue of his accumulated failures compares neatly to the contrast between the buzzed-up debut explorer and the ennui-ridden bed-hopper yearning for home comforts. Even outdoor hot tubs populated with nubile hotel employees can’t make up for memories of an excited, anticipatory face at the window, welcoming you back to your favourite chair and a warmed-up bed.

There is brilliant writing here, including five pages on the ache of being parted from a daughter which rank among the most poignant Moody’s written. “I miss the child’s naked, enthusiastic sprints through our tiny apartment before she takes a bath, I miss the child hanging upside down... I miss the child’s eyes, which are the colour of flagstone... I miss the child.” There is a similar familial heart tug at the centre of Australian debut novelist Antonia Hayes’ Relativity.

Hayes beautifully evokes the gulping, fear-filled love of a vulnerable child impacting on its parents, and we share every new anxiety single mother Claire suffers as her 12-year-old savant son Ethan is disassembled, not only by medics investigating his miraculous astrophysical visions but also by revelations regarding his own past, and his parents’ sudden separation. Ethan’s believability is crucial for the novel’s emotional effect, and he’s convincingly drawn.

Despite the potentially alienating subject matter of his breathless stream of consciousness chatter – conjecture regarding the workings of a black hole is his idea of water cooler gossip - he comes alive in Hayes’ tender hands. What works less well is the constant use of physics-related metaphors, which, bearing in mind the necessary light, star and sun-related similes, undercut the novel’s poignancy with moments of Taylor Swift-style vapidity.

Fortunately, the love story is strong enough to leave a deeper final impression.

Words: Jane Graham @Janeannie
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Where values are as important as value

The Phone Co-op exists to serve our customers, and that shouldn’t be surprising: we are owned by them. We’ve also recently won a Best Consumer Facing Social Enterprise Award, recognising our contribution to local communities.
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Picture of grief
When a war photographer dies, the family have to cope with the fallout

In Louder than Bombs Isabelle Huppert plays a photojournalist, her specialty: war zones. In the home that her character – also called Isabelle – shares with her husband Gene and two sons in leafy upstate New York is her study, a suitably dark room piled high with photos of artfully framed instances of suffering. Here’s a family burying its dead child in Afghanistan; here’s the pleading close-up of a war refugee, and so on.

Director Joachim Trier’s previous film Oslo, August 31st was about a recovering heroin user, and I wondered if this film isn’t also about a different sort of junkie. Despite assuring her family that she’ll slow down and take on fewer assignments, Isabelle is compelled to witness and to document human behaviour at its very worst. She’s a connoisseur of suffering, addicted to the high drama of misery.

It’s a characterisation one could apply to Trier, the director and co-writer of this assured English-language debut. As with his 2011 film Oslo, August 31st, Louder than Bombs is a work of sorrow-soaked seriousness, stalked by the spectre of potential suicide. I’m not sure I enjoyed – or, for that matter, even liked – Louder than Bombs but I do admire its high-minded intensity and plangent integrity. The film is a portrait of grief, and its aftermath. Though she features prominently in flashback, Isabelle has been dead for two years by the start of the film, killed in a car crash that she may or may not have caused deliberately. The focus is on the surviving family members. Gene – played with bruised sensitivity by underrated Irish actor Gabriel Byrne – is a former actor who now teaches at the local high school. His younger son Conrad (Devin Druid) is a student there, and they are joined for a weekend devoted to sorting out Isabelle’s office by oldest son Jonah (Jesse Eisenberg), a sociology professor and new father.

Depicting the few days Jonah spends with his dad and brother, the film offers a sympathetic yet unblinking view of a fraught family dynamic. Love affairs are begun, and abruptly terminated. Rows erupt. Secrets are exposed or averted. It’s all beautifully acted, and throughout memories of Isabelle return to haunt the present in brilliantly edited flashback. The teasing, subtle and quietly involving question running through all this is whether Gene, Jonah and Conrad’s emotional troubles are entirely a symptom of grief or just, you know, normal family stuff…

Conrad’s story, for instance, is a vivid miniature of the agonies of adolescence, including a reckless crush on a cheerleader – even without the additional impact of his mother’s recent death. The mini-meltdown Jonah experiences back at his parental home, including an unseemly affair with his former girlfriend, seems as much to do with the anxieties of young fatherhood as his mother’s passing (Eisenberg plays the part with a commendable lack of vanity and self-absorption).

Yet for all the craft and emotional sincerity on display, Louder than Bombs left me unmoved. Visiting Jonah during his college days in one of the many flashbacks, Isabelle urges him to have some fun. It’s advice Trier could have run with. I don’t expect a comedy from so dark a subject but does Louder than Bombs need to take itself so gravely seriously? Grief is messy, tumultuous, even bleakly absurd, a reality that this decorous, strenuously well-intentioned film seems to tiptoe around rather than confront head on. Louder than Bombs is impeccably made but it’s also a little suffocating and dramatically inert. Despite the title, a sideways tribute to a Smiths album (itself taken from an Elizabeth Smart poem) the film refuses to detonate.

FINAL REEL…

Documentary is one of the most vibrant, artistically alive forms of cinema. If you don’t believe me, check out Frames of Representation, a week-long season of the most cutting-edge non-fiction film, at London’s ICA (framesofrepresentation.com). Shame it’s not travelling wider in the UK.
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UK’s Specialist Centre for Mental Health Trauma and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
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FOCUS

Rebecca Ferguson

Scandinavia's rising star played The White Queen and starred in Mission: Impossible 5 – now she's heating up the Cold War.

You know when you Google people and you're not quite sure if what you find is real? This doesn’t start well...

Did your mother really help translate ABBA's Waterloo into English? Yes. My mother hung out with the gang. She showed me a picture of them and I said: “God, look at their clothes!” And she said: “They were mostly my clothes.” I’m sad because she threw them all away. How could you?! 

From one Swedish icon to another. People have compared you to Ingrid Bergman, and certainly your new film deals with Casablanca-esque themes of love, loss and loyalty. Aren't they the essential ingredients of most stories? It's a beautiful compliment. The lighting of Despite the Falling Snow oozes some kind of Casablanca noir ambience. When we did Mission I looked at Ingrid Bergman, Katharine Hepburn, Greta Garbo. That's what I wanted my character to be, and then for her to shake her hair and become a rough rogue agent as well. I'm trying to be versatile!

What did these actresses from Hollywood's golden age have that's missing today? I think we lack mystery nowadays. We live in a society where we have instant gratification and we have instant information. We lack secrecy and that's something I find so important for characters.

When it comes to being versatile, Despite the Falling Snow sees you playing two characters in two different periods. That was very scary. It's about finding that space between them. What is Katya's secret? What is Lauren's secret? The character's secret is always something I keep to myself. That brings the mystery and is the interesting part of film-making for me.

Do you have to understand the choices the character makes? Absolutely. Here we're telling a story of passion, betrayal, extraordinary sacrifice. The tagline is, 'You can betray your country but not your heart'. How much would be someone loving their job and sacrificing friendship and relationships. People suffer alcoholism or drug abuse, lose their family, lose their children. We're all battling things.

Our battles are less romantic when not set in Russia during the Cold War. Is it a different world we live in now? There are still spies out there. Maybe you're an undercover agent.

I wouldn't be able to tell you if I was. It's the not knowing that's interesting. It's exciting, it's sexy, it's dark and mysterious. I woke up this morning and went to Starbucks for a coffee. It's not quite the same!

Why has there been an invasion of Swedish actors and culture recently? It's been there all the time, like the new black. We have incredible dark woods, vast environments. It is cold, it is dark. There is something very noir about Scandinavia, which is needed in a world that is high-explosive and dynamic.

Despite the Falling Snow is in cinemas. Rebecca Ferguson also stars in Florence Foster Jenkins from May 6. Interview: Steven MacKenzie @stevenmackenzie
The likes and dislikes of the British public are deeply vague and totally inscrutable. Look at the opinion polls this time last year, informing us that Ed Miliband was dead-set on 10 Downing Street and that a majority government of any sort was completely impossible. Then everyone had a last-minute change of heart/lost their minds and voted for David Cameron. And then the Labour Party respond by electing an ineffectual geography teacher as their new leader—which was basically like getting dumped by your girlfriend and responding by getting a cobweb tattooed across your face to show the world that you don’t care. And what about when Matt Cardle beat One Direction in The X Factor final? Yep, if I know one thing, it’s to never try to second guess the taste of the great unhosed.

But there are two exceptions to all of this. The first is sharks. British people love stuff about sharks. Stick a shark documentary on the telly and you’re onto a ratings winner. The same goes for shark films, shark books, shark websites and shark radio stations (none of which actually exist but if I’ve got anything to do with it, it’s only a matter of time). Myself and two pals once wrote a pilot episode for a glossy drama called Shark Prison, about a sub-aquatic correctional facility designed to stop sharks from going around eating humans. Had the executives at BBC Drama not had their heads so far up their arses it could have gone on to be one of the true greats of British TV drama, right up there with The Night Manager and Howards’ Way.

Anyway, aside from sharks, Nazis are the other absolute audience banker. I’ve touched upon their universal appeal before in this column. Which may or may not have served as a catalyst to the creation of Blue Eyes (pictured), the Swedish neo-Nazi drama currently airing on More 4. It imagines a nightmare scenario in which Sweden’s far-right party has gained 12 per cent of popular support. It might have seemed far-fetched at the time of conception but reality has since outrun fiction with real-life nutbags the Swedish Democrats now polling at 20 per cent.

So, it seems Nazis are playing well with the real-life Swedish public right now but Blue Eyes will never have the same impact on British TV audiences. The loons portrayed in this drama might have similarly ugly beliefs and unhelpful hatred as Nazis but, when it comes to telly, people want the original recipe. Old-fashioned Hitler Nazis with their daft costumes and silly walks seems absurd and laughable now. Modern-day Swedish fascists in their jeans and trainers are all too real and scary.

@DelaneyMan

The Thatcher era plays a part in the six large tapestries being toured by one of the country’s best and most political artists. Grayson Perry: The Vanity of Small Differences is a modern take on Hogarth’s A Rake’s Progress and follows the fictional and allegorical life of Tim Rakewell, from his birth to his death. The beautiful tapestries (The Agony in the Car Park is the main image featured above) – which communicate as much about the individual characters as the society they inhabit – are packed with detail about life in Britain, refracted through aspirational social mobility (April 22–July 3, Coventry; theherbert.org).

From tapestry to cameras, the Sony World Photography Awards are open to all photographers worldwide. The amazing GRAYS(ON) category is for images that have impact, and those that provoke thought and discussion. The British edition of this competition culminates in an exhibition at Southbank Centre, London, in 2017.
Bow down to Menuhin’s genius

This Friday is the 100th birthday of one of the most remarkable musicians of modern times. The great violinist, conductor, pedagogue and humanist Yehudi Menuhin – or Baron Menuhin of Stoke d’Abernont – was born on April 22, 1916, and would have reached his century this week, were he alive. An American of Russian-Jewish descent, Menuhin’s career began at the ripe old age of seven, when he performed on stage in San Francisco. By the age of 13 his extraordinary musicality was being held up as proof of the existence of God – by no lesser judge than Albert Einstein. His talent persisted, developed and diversified throughout his amazingly rich adult life, too. Reading his biography is jaw-dropping in terms of who he worked with – from Elgar to Ravi Shankar – and the things he achieved, from championing Schumann to inaugurating the Open Assembly of the Cultures in Europe.

Two of Menuhin’s musical priorities were education and communication, and he founded several institutions which continue his work in these areas. The Yehudi Menuhin School in Surrey, for example, provides an international environment in which 60 or so gifted pupils nurture their musical talents. At the Menuhin Competition – the Olympics of the violin – young players fight it out for glory (and record deals). This year’s centenary edition was held in London over the past fortnight; after 10 days of concerts, masterclasses and recitals, the winner was revealed late on Saturday night (after we went to press).

Being one of the least competitive people I know, I’m not interested in musical sparring, particularly among kids. What drew my attention in the centenary celebrations is the work of another Menuhin-founded organisation, Live Music Now. Inspired by Menuhin’s example during World War Two, when he performed to Allied troops on more than 500 occasions, this charity engages young professional musicians to play for people in need: in hospitals, prisons and other places access to live music is otherwise impossible. Menuhin held the communicative power of music above all else; it was here his phenomenal musicality and profound humanity combined to transcend barriers, and ‘comfort, heal and bring delight’ to all.

This week, and throughout the year, Live Music Now is hosting events in celebration of its founder’s 100th. If you’re in Glasgow on Menuhin’s birthday, catch the free lunchtime concert at the Scottish Music Centre, where violinist Rachel Spencer and cellist David Munn perform music commissioned by Live Music Now Scotland. If you’re in Cardiff with the kids this weekend, join folk ensemble Calan at St David’s Hall for an interactive performance of Menuhin’s co-authored story The King, the Cat and the Fiddle. It’s events like these, and the many others organised countrywide, that do Yehudi Menuhin’s spirit proud.
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WORKSHOP FOR PEOPLE WHO HAVE EXPERIENCED CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE “SHAKE IT OFF! LETTING GO OF LOW SELF ESTEEM, SEXUAL CONFUSION AND LONELINESS AFTER SEXUAL ABUSE”

Partners, friends and support workers welcome
Saturday 23rd April: 2.00 – 5.00 pm Central London Venue
Cost: Donation Only: Suggested Donation: £35.00 to £20.00
Funded by the National Lottery through The Big Lottery Fund

Aims of the workshop:
• Break out of isolation and meet others in a safe space
• Understand the impact of the past on our self esteem and relationships
• Repossessing our sexuality so it works for us
• Building good boundaries in relationships

Safe for Survivors: Relevant for Partners/Friends and Professionals

The workshop is led by a Survivor and Professional Counsellors
BACP ethics. Friendly and Supportive.

For more info email Rebecca at info@intothelight.org.uk Look at our website for more info about us and the services we offer www.intothelight.org.uk
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Author looking for true stories!

If you have lived in the street and made it back into society or were told by your parents that you were no good, or by your teachers, and proved them wrong by achieving something in life they thought you could not.

Please email me your story:

I will pay £10 per story that we use and £20 per interview if we ask you after your story if you would like to be interviewed.

Astrid1@o2email.co.uk

Czech Music Direct

In Prague’s Rudolfinum the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra recorded Four Symphonies by British composer Andrew Downes. Czech label Artesmon present these amazing works on Two CDs plus an All Region DVD-Music, Pleasure, Hope—going backstage at the recording sessions. AS 744-2 Symphonies are available to download
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Author looking for true stories!

If you have lived in the street and made it back into society or were told by your parents that you were no good, or by your teachers, and proved them wrong by achieving something in life they thought you could not.

Please email me your story:

I will pay £10 per story that we use and £20 per interview if we ask you after your story if you would like to be interviewed.

Astrid1@o2email.co.uk
ECONOMICS

Along with *New, Free* is one of the most powerful words in the world of economics. This new ten session introductory course, Economics with Justice, is being offered free (apart from a £10 administration charge). It aims to free economics from the grip of the ‘dismal scientists’. It asks, what makes people free? Why are so many people wage slaves? Why do some people earn many times what others earn? What makes countries wealthy? Why are there so many rich people in poor countries and so many poor people in rich countries? How can economic injustice be reduced and economic freedom established? To register please Text ECONFREE to 83311, book online at economicswithjustice.org/bigissue or phone 020 7034 4000. The course starts week commencing Apr. 25th and is available Monday – Thursday at 7.00pm and Saturday mornings at 10.00. It’s an offer no one interested in economics should miss.

11 Mandeville Place
London W1U 3AJ

Standard text rates apply • Charity nos: 313115 and SC039950
Aches & pains in your wrists, arms or elbows?

RSI, Tennis Elbow or Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, it doesn’t matter the cause, your solution is simple;

Pick up Powerball and spin gently for 5 minutes. Immediate, ongoing relief is 100% guaranteed. Effective for all ages and fitness levels.

OVER 1000 5-STAR REVIEWS • FROM £12.99

INTER SPORT • Argos • Amazon
Explore a section of the ancient Great Wall of China on this exclusive nine-day charity trek.

**Sign up now**

nspcc.org.uk/chinatrek

020 3772 9720

challenges@nspcc.org.uk

**Text CHINA to 82727 for an event pack**

(standard network rates apply)
GAMES & PUZZLES

SPOT THE BALL

To win *The Revenant*, by Michael Punke (the book that led to the Oscar-winning film starring Leonardo DiCaprio), mark where you think the ball is, cut out and send to: Spot the Ball (1201), Second Floor, 43 Bath St, Glasgow, G2 1HW by April 26. Include name, address and phone number. To enter by email, send your grid position (eg A1) to competitions@bigissue.com. Issue 1999 winner is Tony Smith, Newcastle.

(Last week’s Spot the Ball revealed: Blackpool v Arsenal, 1970)

Brain Teaser

Have you got true grit? That is, how much do you exhibit the personality characteristic of ‘grit’?

To find out, simply answer the questionnaire items below.

On a scale of 1 (not like me at all) to 5 (very much like me), to what extent would you say that you...

(a) finish what you start
(b) are diligent
(c) rarely get distracted from your current idea or project when a new one comes along
(d) maintain focus on projects that take several months to complete

You have just taken a simplified version of the Grit-S questionnaire. Take the average of your four scores to find your grittiness, your ‘perseverance and passion for long-term goals’. The average score is around 3.5, so if you beat this total you are grittier than average. A 2007 study made waves in the psychology world, with its finding that grittiness was a significant predictor of various measures of life success, including how long people stayed in education and how far they got in a spelling bee (it was an American study). Although grittiness quickly became a fashionable idea, a 2016 study found that good old-fashioned conscientiousness – as measured by traditional personality questionnaires such as the Big Five – was actually a perfectly good measure of academic achievement (measured, in this case, by GCSE scores), and that ‘grit’ added nothing to the explanation. Find out more: tinyurl.com/zu5co7t
There is just one simple rule in Sudoku: each row, column and 3 x 3 box must contain the numbers one to nine. This is a logic puzzle and you should not need to guess. The solution will be revealed next week.

To win a Chambers Dictionary, send completed crosswords (either cryptic or quick) to: The Big Issue Crossword (1201), second floor, 43 Bath Street, Glasgow, G2 1HW by April 26. Include your name, address and phone number. Issue 1999 winner is Janet Anderson from Exeter.

**CRYPTIC CLUES**

Across
1. In a natural environment is becoming angry (7,4)
9. Promise the Spanish a letter (5)
10. Ram it in another drink (7)
11. Bird nesting in trailer (4)
12. Raven had fluttered about on the balcony (8)
14. Put on record, it can cause annoyance (6)
15. I am in Leeds repairing engine (6)
18. Not in vile concoction—daughter survived (8)
20. Fellow by the edge had a hot drink (4)
22. Then Sue could become excited (7)
23. Some large number engaged in battle (5)
24. Personal influence in Greek capital holding one’s attention (11)

Down
2. Wire had been wrapped round the untanned leather (7)
3. During the show I left out a trick (4)
4. Feeling less for the figure (6)
5. Rat poison used in RAF manoeuvres after hostilities! (8)
6. Scottish landowner dry within limited extremes (5)
7. Repeatedly above a place in Hampshire (4,3,4)
8. Secretive drunk featured? (5-6)
13. Height of singer for the most part with one performing duet (8)
16. Old king was on his own for half a day (7)
17. It is hard to cut initial expenses (6)
19. Giant object in brown (5)
21. Penny’s over the way making a call to attract attention (4)

**QUICK CLUES**

Across
1. Satisfactory (2,2,3,4)
9. Passionately (5)
10. Belly (7)
11. Moslem chieftain (4)
12. Journalist (8)
14. Diluted (6)
15. Appearance (6)
18. Chanting (8)
20. Record (4)
22. Small axe (7)
23. In that place (5)
24. Anorak (11)

Down
2. One devoted to his country (7)
3. Agate (4)
4. Cured (6)
5. Bedlam (8)
6. Terms of reference (5)
7. Maker of circular frames (11)
8. Defenceless (11)
13. Spread out (8)
16. Harmful gaze (4,3)
17. Grab (6)
19. For all (music) (5)
21. Portico (4)

**ISSUE 1200 SOLUTION**

CRYPTIC:

Across – 2 Sic; 5 Fleece; 7 Hattie; 9 Red-hot poker; 10 Staffa; 11 Luther; 13 Etched; 16 Sneezee; 18 Independent; 19 Player; 20 Riddled; 21 Toy; Down – 1 Plaernet; 2 Señora; 3 Chapel; 4 Fierce; 6 End of the day; 8 Take the lead; 10 Sue; 12 Rue; 14 Trifle; 15 Deport; 16 Quartz; 18 Musical; 19 Crayon; 20 Niggle; 21 Gut; Down – 1 Kaiser; 2 Brainy; 3 Rater; 4 Grise; 6 Practically; 8 Vacillating; 10 Gum; 12 Pen; 14 Upward; 15 Timing; 16 Quaint; 17 Toggle.

QUICK:

Across – 2 Bus; 5 Jasper; 7 Tavern; 9 Statistical; 10 Gritty; 11 Relief; 13 Muscat; 16 Quartz; 18 Well-meaning; 19 Crayon; 20 Niggle; 21 Gut; Down – 1 Kaiser; 2 Brainy; 3 Rater; 4 Grise; 6 Practically; 8 Vacillating; 10 Gum; 12 Pen; 14 Upward; 15 Timing; 16 Quaint; 17 Toggle.

**WIN!**

Send answers with CRITERION COLLECTION as the subject to competitions@bigissue.com or post to The Big Issue, 43 Bath Street, Glasgow, G2 1HW. Include your name and address. Closing date is April 26. Include OPT OUT if you don’t want to receive updates from The Big Issue. We will not pass your details to any third party. For full T&Cs see bigissue.com

BUMPER BUNDLE OF HOLLYWOOD CLASSICS

Celebrating the defining moments of world cinema, this week The Criterion Collection (in association with Sony Pictures Home Entertainment) releases its first wave of six classic films, uncut and in original aspect ratio, resulting in the most pristine image and sound. The first six (£19.99 each) are: Roman Polanski’s Macbeth; Tootsie starring Dustin Hoffman (below); Albert and David Maysles’ 1976 cult classic documentary Grey Gardens; Frank Capra’s It Happened One Night; Harold Lloyd’s final silent feature, Speedy; Howard Hawks’ Only Angels Have Wings. All have special features and exclusive extras.

We have two full sets, worth £120, of all six films to be won. To enter, tell us: what is the name of Harold Lloyd’s final silent film?

Issue 1200 solution

CRYPTIC: Across – 2 Sic; 5 Fleece; 7 Hattie; 9 Red-hot poker; 10 Staffa; 11 Luther; 13 Etched; 16 Sneezee; 18 Independent; 19 Player; 20 Riddled; 21 Toy. Down – 1 Plaernet; 2 Señora; 3 Chapel; 4 Fierce; 6 End of the day; 8 Take the lead; 10 Sue; 12 Rue; 14 Trifle; 15 Deport; 16 Quartz; 18 Musical; 19 Crayon; 20 Niggle; 21 Gut. Down – 1 Kaiser; 2 Brainy; 3 Rater; 4 Grise; 6 Practically; 8 Vacillating; 10 Gum; 12 Pen; 14 Upward; 15 Timing; 16 Quaint; 17 Toggle.

QUICK: Across – 2 Bus; 5 Jasper; 7 Tavern; 9 Statistical; 10 Gritty; 11 Relief; 13 Muscat; 16 Quartz; 18 Well-meaning; 19 Crayon; 20 Niggle; 21 Gut. Down – 1 Kaiser; 2 Brainy; 3 Rater; 4 Grise; 6 Practically; 8 Vacillating; 10 Gum; 12 Pen; 14 Upward; 15 Timing; 16 Quaint; 17 Toggle.
Allan Harper, 50

“Inverness is such a friendly place. One of my customers gave me a mountain bike”

I’ve been selling the magazine in Inverness for the past few years. I’ve worked really hard to build up the pitch and a loyal clientele. It’s all about communicating with people and building a rapport, and I really have to thank my customers for supporting me.

I’ve had some mental health problems to overcome, and selling The Big Issue has been a big stabilising influence on my life.

My brother died at the end of November. He was living down in Essex and had struggled with cancer. The Big Issue Foundation were able to fly me down south so I could go to his funeral. It was so important for me to be there, and I’m really grateful they were able to help me.

Since Christmas, my brother-in-law and father-in-law have also passed away, so it’s been a really difficult time. Coping is a day-to-day process but being able to get outside and speak to people is such a help – so much better than sitting in on my own.

I grew up in Greenock, not too far from Glasgow. So when I first came to Inverness, six years ago, the place was new to me. I feel very at home here now. It’s a beautiful place, one of the most beautiful cities in the country, I’m sure. There’s a lot of great countryside.

I’m not much of a hill walker but it’s nice to go up to the castle, or Craig Dunain, to overlook the city from up there.

Inverness is a fast-growing city – a lot of people want to be here, maybe because it’s such a friendly place – the people are very genuine. One of my customers gave me a bike – a silver Cross mountain bike – which was really kind of them. It certainly helps me get from A to B.

Is there anything I don’t like about Inverness? The rain, maybe. And I’m no fan of the football team – I’m a big Celtic fan – but I do get on really well with everyone. Inverness Caledonian Thistle fans included!

I really have to say a massive thank you to all the people that work at The Big Issue and all my brilliant customers because they’ve made a big difference to my life.

Interview: Adam Forrest
Photo: Jack Rutherford
DID YOU SEE SOPHIE?

Have a look at page 28. Did you see her? Or did you look past her and carry on with your life?

Like many of the young people who come to Centrepoint, Sophie is no stranger to being ignored. Her mother used to lock her in a cupboard and her step-father used to hit her in the face to keep her quiet.

Sophie left home as soon as she could and fled to London, where she slept rough for three years. She was constantly cold, hungry, dirty, tired and worst of all scared.

She saw many friends get attacked, and her best friend was raped, murdered and set on fire. Sophie thought it was only a matter of time until something similar happened to her.

By giving just 40p a day (£12 a month) you can get a vulnerable homeless person off the streets right now.

You’ll give them a room of their own and all the support they need to rebuild their life.

They’ll receive counselling to deal with their problems, career advice to help them into college or a job, and basic life skills, such as how to budget and pay bills. So, when they’re ready to leave, they can live independently.

Many people don’t give homeless people like Sophie a second glance, but today you can be the person who chooses not to ignore them.

Thanks to someone like you, Sophie is now safe at Centrepoint.

Sponsor a room at Centrepoint.

Call 0800 138 4499
Visit centrepointroom.org.uk or return the form below

Why become a Centrepoint Room Sponsor?
• For just 40p a day, you could help a young person escape homelessness forever
• You’ll receive a welcome pack and regular updates about the progress of young people you’re supporting
• 89% of young people who come through Centrepoint go on to find education, employment or their own home
• 85p of every pound we spend goes directly towards services for homeless young people

To protect the privacy of those we help, a model has been used for the photograph and the name has been changed.

The story however is true and as told by a young person.

Full Name
Address
Postcode
Telephone
Email

In accordance with the 1998 Data Protection Act, Centrepoint will use your personal data to process your donation.

By providing your telephone number and email address you agree that Centrepoint may contact you on occasion about your donations by telephone, SMS or email. If you do not want to receive this information please write to Supporter Care, Central House, 25 Camperdown Street, London E1 8DZ. We will never sell or share your details with other organisations.

Under the Government’s Gift Aid scheme, all donations made by UK tax payers are worth a quarter more.

To make your gift go further, just tick the box and date

I would like Centrepoint to reclaim the tax I have paid on all donations I have made in the four years prior to this year, and any donations I may make in the future. I am a UK taxpayer. I am paying at least as much in income and capital gains tax in a year as will be reclaimed by all charities to which I give in that tax year.

Date / /

Please return this form to: Centrepoint Room Sponsorship
Freepost ANG 2640, Colchester, CO2 8BR

Registered Charity No 292411 RAP1617B-02B
up to 50% off SPRING SALE

‘SLATTED’ DOUBLE BED £510

‘MEADOW’ 2000 POCKET SPRUNG MATTRESS £445

‘HATHER’ DOUBLE BED £445
‘VENICE’ DOUBLE BED £395
‘SUMMER’ DOUBLE BED £298

Advice Range Quality
Value Delivery


THE SUNDAY TIMES BEST GREEN COMPANIES WINNERS 4 YEARS RUNNING

The Observer Ethical Retailer of the year Winner for 3 years

Warren Evans
HANDMADE IN LONDON

warrenevans.com | 020 7693 8988